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[1.0] INTRODUCTION
 

“The Long Night ends, the Ascension begins!” – CLEON, EMPEROR OF THE IMPERIUM  

It is the dawn of the Third Imperium. The Solomani War has ended, and the vast Terran empire 
claimed from the Valani has finally crumbled. Worlds spread throughout distant sub-sectors of 
space have lost all communications; they either survived or fell into darkness during the Long 
Night. The Valani empire has been biding its time, licking its wounds from the war. At last, 
the Emperor has decreed the Ascension; a reclamation of lost, but not forgotten worlds the 
Solomani left behind. It is through you that the Emperor will reach out and reclaim what was 
once his.  

Traveller Ascension™: Imperial Warrant lets you take the helm of untold adventures, space-
faring exploration and the thrill of uncovering long-lost riches left from the First Imperium. 
Granted an Imperial Warrant from the Emperor, you will Expand, Explore and Exploit any 
surviving world and bring it back into the Imperium’s fold. Rewards come only to those who 

are bold enough to seize this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
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[2.0] COMPONENTS
Your copy of Traveller Ascension™: Imperial Warrant comes with the following:

• 2 reversible Main Action Boards 

• 6 double-sided Faction Panels 

• 2 Action Mats 

• 1 Turn Track and Marker 

• 1 World Panel Tray 

• 2 Asset and Ship Card Trays 

• 2 Budget Tracker Cards 

• 59 Jump Points 

• 40 Power Bars (double-sided) 

• 28 Outpost Panels (Defense, 

Embassy, Factory, and Starport) 

• 15 Star System Hexes 

• 6 Revolt Markers 

• 90 Black System Connectors 

• 8 Short Black Faction Panel 

Connectors 

• 26 Space Panels 

• 40 World Panels 

• 12 Ships and Bases (Scouts, 

Destroyers, and Cruisers) 

• 32 Ship Name Tags 

• 16 Asset Stands and Bases 

(Diplomats, Shadow Agents 

and Soldiers) 

• 32 Asset Name Tags 

• 1 Battle Board 

• 12 Missiles Tokens (A-L)

• 18 Colored Cubes 

• 96 Base Game Cards 

• 32 Secret Cards 

• 32 Asset Cards 

• 32 Ship Cards 

• 1 Dry Erase Marker 

• 1 Rulebook 

• 1 Scenario Book 

• 1 Quick Start Guide
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[2.1] THE GAME BOARD:
Traveller Ascension™: Imperial Warrant uses a dynamic hex-based System to create your 

game board, which depicts a subsector in the Traveller Universe. The subsector consists of 
multiple star Systems, referred to as Systems, interconnected by Jump Points. 

Each System is comprised of a centralized star and may contain inhabitable planets, asteroid 
fields, gas giants, and other types of space debris. It is your mission to explore these Systems 
to find resources, artifacts, and long-lost societies, and bring them back under Imperial rule. In 
doing so, you earn the favor of the Emperor, thus increasing your power and influence within 
the subsector. 

A System is created by connecting six long black plastic connectors 
to a hex-shaped star tile, then attaching jump points at the ends. 
Show a picture of the Hex with the Long Bones 

You can connect various Systems to form intricate gaming boards 
that represent various subsectors.  

Within each System, portions are filled out with specific panels to 
display the inhabitants, resources, and space terrain.

SYSTEM PANELS:
There are three types of System Panels: Space, World, and Outposts.

Space panelS

Contain Asteroid Fields, Gas Giants, or open space.
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[2.1] THE GAME BOARD:
Traveller Ascension™: Imperial Warrant uses a dynamic hex-based System to create your 

game board, which depicts a subsector in the Traveller Universe. The subsector consists of 
multiple star Systems, referred to as Systems, interconnected by Jump Points. 

Each System is comprised of a centralized star and may contain inhabitable planets, asteroid 
fields, gas giants, and other types of space debris. It is your mission to explore these Systems 
to find resources, artifacts, and long-lost societies, and bring them back under Imperial rule. In 
doing so, you earn the favor of the Emperor, thus increasing your power and influence within 
the subsector. 

A System is created by connecting six long black plastic connectors 
to a hex-shaped star tile, then attaching jump points at the ends. 
Show a picture of the Hex with the Long Bones 

You can connect various Systems to form intricate gaming boards 
that represent various subsectors.  

Within each System, portions are filled out with specific panels to 
display the inhabitants, resources, and space terrain.

SYSTEM PANELS:
There are three types of System Panels: Space, World, and Outposts.

Space panelS

Contain Asteroid Fields, Gas Giants, or open space.

World panelS

Consist of Societies and Resources. Society Panels display the current society’s 
technology level, the strength of its planetary defenses, and any resource demands. 
Resource Panels display exploitable goods or materials within the System that players can 
use to link back to a Society to form interstellar trade.

outpoSt panelS

Players have various Outposts they may build in a System. There are four types of Outposts 
- Defense, Embassy, Factory, and Starport that have unique benefits that help increase a 
player’s power and influence.

[2.2] ASSETS:

There are three different types of Assets a player will use to project their power 
and control over a System: Diplomats, Shadow Agents, and Soldiers. By using 
your Assets wisely, you can counter your opponents and cripple their ability to 

gain a foothold in places where you can establish your dominance. 

Each Asset has a card displaying the name and Tech Level of the Asset 
along with their ability to perform various tasks.

The dice icon located next to an Asset ability denotes the 
number of dice the Asset allows the player to roll when 
performing specific tasks. 

For each card, there is also a 
matching Asset token that slides 
on top of the base to keep track 
of each Asset on the board.
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diplomatS

These are your chief spokesmen when dealing with a world’s 
society. They negotiate for new outposts, conduct trade 

agreements between Systems, form treaties, help mitigate problems 
that might arise, and even discover mysteries through gossip and 

intrigue.

ShadoW agentS

These are your covert operatives lurking in the shadows, dealing with 
things that would stain your otherwise impeccable reputation. Shadow 
Agents are the best equipped when gathering intel on newly discovered 
worlds and are adept at laying the seed of chaos to incite societies 
with rebellion. They are also your hired assassins to take care of pesky 
diplomats interfering with your carefully laid plans.

SoldierS

These are your shields to protect your interests on the ground, as well 
as the sword to help seize what is yours. Hired guns from the Imperium 
come at a hefty price but are often necessary when dealing with 
unknown societies.

[2.3] SHIPS:
There are three distinct ships players will use to explore unknown space, transport assets, lay siege to 
unruly worlds and battle their opponents in interstellar combat:

ScoutS

Explorer class ships typically used for exploration, survey and courier 
missions. With limited passenger capacity, they are best for first contact 
or covert operations.

deStroyerS  

One of the major fighting ship classes in the Imperium. Capable 
of bringing a wide array of weaponry and ample cargo space for 
troop operations; these ships will be the main workhorse of your 

fleet.

cruiSerS

The highest ranked offensive ship you can field. 
Frequently used to patrol trade routes and keep the 
peace, these sizable ships bristle with weaponry ready to 
defend or destroy anything in its path. Costly to build and 
maintain; you are limited to how many you can put into 
play.
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Spacecraft are the primary means of Asset transportation. It is advantageous 
to always have a ship nearby to help move Assets between Systems, and to 
safeguard your interests from opponents. 

Each ship is represented by a card displaying 
the ship’s designation, 
Tech Level, capacity and 
combat prowess. For each 
card there is a matching 
Ship Token that slides on top 
of the ship’s base to help 
track each ship on the board.

[2.4] ACTION CARDS:

Traveller Ascension™: Imperial 
Warrant is a card-driven, strategy 
board game. Each card covers 
several different aspects of 
gameplay:

a. action Bar 
This represents the different Actions a player can perform: Military, Diplomacy, Shadow, 
Science, Economic, and Movement. Some cards display Any on the Action Bar, which allows 
the player to undertake any type of Action that round. 

B. eventS: 
Players can utilize the Event portion of the card 
instead of the Action. There are three distinct types 
of Events: Standard, React and Combat.

c. initiative numBer:  
This number designates which player goes first 
either when playing Action cards during the turn or 
in determining which ship fires first during combat. 

d. World claSS: 
This portion reveals a world’s potential for exploitation (A-D) and any notable space 
terrain in the System. Such as Gas Giants, Asteroid Fields, or empty space.

Standard React Combat

A
B

C
D
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[2.5] PLAYER BOARDS:
Each board is made up of two parts: Main Action Board and Faction Panels. 

The Main Action Board displays the sequence of Actions and the different choices a player can 
make when playing that specific Action. During setup, each player chooses three Faction Panels and 

attaches them to the bottom of the Main Action board.
Each Faction Panel correlates to specific portions of the Main Action Board and has a distinct Budget, 
Tech Level, Faction type, and Special Abilities the player may use during play. 

The number of available Actions in each category reflect the training, philosophy, strengths, and 
weaknesses of the Faction you choose to play. At the end of each turn, these options are reset and 
become available for the next turn.

[3.0] MOVEMENT

Movement in Traveller Ascension™: Imperial Warrant is based on a type of interstellar 
travel called a Jump. It is a process of circumventing space-time which allows ships to travel 
faster than light speed. In the Traveller universe, ships cannot simply Jump to and from a star’s 
inner System, because the amount of gravity created by the star and other celestial bodies can 
alter a ship’s Jump Drive, and can cause astrogation failures or hazards that often times result 
in the disappearance or destruction of the ship. To safely initiate a Jump, ships must travel to 
the outer parts of the System. In Traveller Ascension: Imperial Warrant, these safe Jump 
areas of space are known as System Jump Points. 

[3.1] JUMP POINTS:
When traveling between Systems, ships use the Jump Points around the star.

• Black Jump Points are open for movement.

• Red outlined Jump Points are obstructed space and cannot be used by ships.

• Green outlined Jump Points are Entry Jump Points that players used to 
bring their forces onto the board. In certain scenarios with restricted 
movement, green Jump Points may be designated as fuel locations.
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Each ship has a Jump Drive associated with it. The Jump Drive 
distance can be found on the individual ship cards and tokens. The 
Jump Drive’s rating determines how far the ship can Jump, which 
translates to the following distance in the game:

[3.2] MOVEMENT THROUGH AN EXPLORED SYSTEM:
A System becomes Explored when you successfully undertake a Map Star System Action with 
a Scout which is on a System Jump Point (see Explore with Scout).  

After it is Explored, ships may freely move along the System’s Jump Points and World Panels. 
When two or more Explored Systems are connected by Jump Points, ships may Jump at their 
full Jump rating from one System Jump Point to another as long as the Jump Point is not 
connected to an Unexplored System.

[3.3] MOVEMENT THROUGH AN UNEXPLORED SYSTEM:
Scouts are the only type of ship that can move through an 
Unexplored System by using the Science Action - Explore 
with Scout (see Explore with Scout). The Scout’s Jump 
rating is reduced by 1 while exploring. The Scout may 
move to a Jump Point within the targeted System but not 
to a connected Unexplored System Jump Point beyond its 
current Jump rating. 

Ships using a Move Ship Action or Event may only use 
Jump Points that are connected to an Explored System. 

Once the System is Explored, then all Jump Points are available for movement. If there is 
an Unexplored System between two Explored Systems, only the Explored System’s Jump 
Points are available for movement.

• Jump 1 ships can travel to an adjacent connecting Star System. 

• Jump 2 ships can travel up to two connecting Star Systems in distance. 

• Jump 3 ships can travel up to three connecting Star Systems in distance.

Scout starts in 
this system

Can move to Green 
highlighted Jump Points
in Unexplored System

Cannot 
move 
here
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[3.4] SHIP TRANSPORTATION:
All ships have the ability to transport Assets to and around the sub-sector. Each ship is limited 

in passenger capacity by a Passengers rating. As long as the Passenger rating is not exceeded, 
some ships may carry several Assets at once. Located on each Asset card is the amount of 

passenger space required by the Asset.

Due to each individual ship’s passenger limit, however, some 
Assets may not be able to travel on smaller vessels. Assets 
may have an entourage, aides, or equipment that increases its 
passenger value, necessitating larger vessels for travel. 

Shadow Agents and Diplomats each have personal or local transportation available to them, so they 
may travel to adjacent Explored Systems with a Jump of 1. Soldiers, on the other hand, must use 
a player’s ship for transport. All Assets using personal transportation (moving alone) must end their 
move on a World or Outpost Panel within the System. They may not stay on Jump Points.

[4.0] POWER & TRADE
Power and Trade are an integral part of Traveller Ascension™: Imperial Warrant. Your 
power and influence is asserted throughout the sub-sector by conducting trade, forming 
treaties and augmenting your Outposts. Power and Trade are measured using Power Bars in 
each player’s respective color. In addition, Power Bars also increase a player’s Budget, enabling 
them to acquire more Assets and ships.

[4.1] TRADE:
A player achieves economic power through the formation 
of trade routes, representing a Society’s demand for specific 
Resources. Each Society Panel System has two different 
Resource demands. The first Resource must be linked to 
a Society before you may access the second tier Resource 
demand. Each time you can successfully link a Society to a 
Resource, you place a Power Bar underneath the panel to 
show ownership and Influence in the System. Each Power 
Bar on a Society and Resource Panel within a System also 

indicates the System’s current Trade power.
Once a player establishes a Trade Agreement between 

World Panels, only that player has access to the second 
tier Resource.
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[4.2] POWER:
A Player gains power by constructing Outposts in Systems throughout the sub-sector. 
Each Outpost may be powered up by placing a Power Bar underneath the panel to 
increase its strength. Outposts also represent your Presence within a System. Each time you 
power up an Outpost, you are affirming your dominance within the System. Once you have 
matched a System’s Trade power, you can attempt to form a Treaty with the Imperium.

outpoStS:

Each Power Bar is worth Victory Points at the end of the game. It is essential to not 
only concentrate on building up your own Power Bars, but also to play Actions and 
Events to hinder your opponent’s expansion and development efforts. 

*Cultural Embassy included with the Diplomatic Expansion Pack rolls two 
dice instead of one when unpowered.

[5.0] BUDGET:
Each player begins with three Faction Panels, all of which have a Budget value. Add up all three 
values to determine your starting Budget for the game.

11
Starting Budget

+ + =

• Defense Outpost:  increases a world’s Siege and Battle Rating by 1. Power Bars added 
to the Outpost further increase the rating by 1 or 2. (see Planetary Combat) 

• Embassy Outpost: player may attempt Trade Agreement or Treaty in the System without 
a Diplomat, using using the Tech Level of the Faction Panel attached to the Diplomacy 
portion of the Main Action Board instead. Rolls one die per attempt; however, Power 
Bars added to the Outpost further increase the number of dice by 1 or 2. (see Trade and 
Treaties) 

• Starport Outpost: allows ships and Assets to enter the sub-sector or repair Disabled 
ships. Also allows Trade Agreements directly with the Imperium. (see Trade between a 
player’s Starport and a System) 

• Factory Outpost: Factories bring jobs and promote growth to a world. The Power pro-
duced per Power Bar is doubled (one counts as two, two counts as four). They can be 
extremely helpful in forming Treaties where space is limited. (see Treaty)
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Assets and ships also have a cost that will use up a portion of your total Budget. 
Each time you hire a new Asset or construct a ship, you must first check your 

remaining Budget to see if you can afford it. 

You can increase your Budget by placing 
Power Bars throughout the sub-sector. Each 

Power Bar increases your Budget by one or 
two, depending on which side is facing. The 
more Power and Trade you accumulate during 
the game, the more Assets and ships you will 
have available at your disposal. 

During the game, negative Actions or Events 
may occur that remove Power Bars, reducing 
your Budget. At the End of Turn, you must 
remove and return Assets and/or ships from play (returning the cards to the bottom of their 
respective decks) so as to not to exceed your current Budget.

Always check your budget before hiring new Assets or constructing new ships, as you may not 
be able to afford them!

[6.0] HOW TO PLAY

The primary goal of Traveller Ascension™: Imperial Warrant is the reclamation of worlds 
lost during the Solomani War. More than 1800 years have passed since these worlds had any 
communication with the Imperium--so long ago, in fact, that the Imperium itself became a 
thing of legend in this part of the galaxy. Now, your envoys and emissaries reappear across 
the sub-sector, singing the praises of the Imperium. Establishing good relations with these 
worlds is vital to your reclamation efforts. By opening trade routes for goods and resources, 
augmenting a world’s security and safety, and by constructing factories that provide 
sustainable work and economy, you will secure your foothold in the sub-sector, both politically 
and economically, and further increase your chance to reclaim these lost Imperial worlds in the 
name of the Emperor.

[7.0] SETTING UP THE GAME

Players can choose a map and scenario from the Scenario Book or simply design their own. 
After the game board (sub-sector) has been built and is ready for play, each deck of cards 
should be shuffled and placed face down in their distinct pile. It is a good rule of thumb also 
to keep the Asset Tokens stacked up next to their corresponding deck for quicker access. 

Each World Panel (Resource and Society) are randomized, stacked, and placed face down in 
the Panel tray or on the table. 

Space Panels (Gas Giants and Asteroids) are stacked and placed in the Panel tray or face up 
on the table. 
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To setup player positions, players will then choose their color and collect the 
corresponding pieces (Ships, Assets, Outposts, and colored cubes) along with an 
Action mat and Main Action Boards. Then, players should select three Faction panels 
to attach to their Main Action boards. After totaling their Budget from the three Faction 
panels, players choose various Assets and Ships within their Budget to start the game. 
A typical choice would be a Scout, a Diplomat, and a Shadow Agent. Depending on your 
Budget, you may choose more or fewer Assets or Ships to your liking, but remember, you 
cannot exceed your opening Budget. Specific scenarios may also define what Assets and Ships 
each player will start with. 

Lastly, deal out the starting hand of eight cards to each player from the Action deck to begin 
play.

[8.0] PLAYING THE GAME
Traveller Ascension: Imperial Warrant is a card-driven, strategy board game. A player 
progresses through the game by playing Actions and Events each turn, which allow them to 
utilize the various aspects of their Faction.

[8.1] THE GAME TURN:

Each turn is broken up into two distinct Phases; Phase One and Phase Two.

phaSe one

For Phase One, players will look at their 
hand, choose a card to play for Action One, 
Two and Three, then place them face down 
on the corresponding spot on the Action mat.

Each player will then flip over their Action 
One card and reveal which card was chosen. 
Compare the Initiative Numbers - these are 
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located in the upper left of each card. The player with the highest Initiative value 
will go first. In case of a tie of Initiative, the type of Action on the card will break 

the tie. Military Actions goes first, followed by Diplomacy, Shadow, Science, Economic, 
Movement, and Any – as shown by the Main Action Board from left to right. In case of a 

tie in Actions as well, the highest card ID number – located on the bottom left of the card--
will ultimately break any tie.

The first player, as determined by Initiative, chooses to either:

• Uses their card for an Action (as noted on 
the card), or 

• Performs the Event on the card 

If the Event is played, place the card in the 
discard pile after resolving the Event.  

If the Action is taken, leave the card in place 
on the Action Mat. Use a square marker or 
dry erase pen to mark that an Action has been 
used on the Faction Panel. 

After the first player has performed an Action 
or Event, the second player (in Initiative order) 
will follow suit. Repeat the same procedure for Actions two and three. 

Once all three Actions have been completed; Phase one is now finished. 

phaSe tWo

Players then begin Phase Two by choosing and 
placing cards from their hand face down for Actions 
Four through Six. Repeat the same cycle of play as 
you did for Phase One; determine Initiative, Action 
or Event. After all three Actions, Four through Six are 
completed; the turn has officially ended. Follow the 
End of Turn rules before beginning the next turn.

end of turn

At the end of the turn, check scenario rules for any space combat if required. Otherwise, 
players may discard their hand or choose to keep up to two cards for the next turn. Players 
should also check their budget at this time and remove any excess Assets or ships from play, 
returning the cards to the bottom of their respective decks, if required by a change in budget. 
Players are then dealt up to eight cards to replenish their hand and begin the next turn.

[8.2] UNDERSTANDING THE ACTION BOARD:
Each Action board consists of six Actions: Military, Diplomacy, Shadow, Science, 

Economic, and Movement. The order of the Actions is important, as certain Actions rank 
higher in order than others if there is a tie in Initiative.  

In terms of Action Initiative, Any cards are last in the order of Actions. 
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Each Action has several different choices a player can make:

military actionS: 
• Move Ship or Fleet – move a single ship or group of ships (Fleet) along a 

System’s Jump Points or to a World Panel within a System. Also Jump from one System 
Jump Point to another within the ship’s Jump rating. In the case of a Fleet Jump, use the 
lowest ship’s Jump rating for the entire Fleet. 

• Battle Stations – move a ship or Fleet to an opposing ship or Fleet within Jump range; 
conduct space battle (see Space Combat ). 

• Siege World – attack a System Panel with ships (see Siege World ). 

• Assault World – attack a System Panel with ground troops (see Assault World). 

• Martial Law – use a Soldier Asset to end a Revolt (see Revolts). 

• Planetfall – using an Asset that is in-System, reveal the Resources and Society Panels of 
a System (see Planetfall ). 

• Fortify – increase an unpowered Defense Outpost up to Power level 1. Fortify cannot 
be used to increase the Power of a Defense Outpost to Level 2. 

• Security Detail – use a Soldier’s Security Rating to stop a Shadow Agent’s Sabotage, 
Sedition, Assassination, and Smuggling attempts within the same System. This type 
of action is a React and can be used during an opponent’s turn. It does not require an 
Action card but does use up one Military Action on the Faction Panel. If there are no 
Military Actions available to the player, this Action cannot be played.

diplomacy actionS:
• Move Diplomat – move a Diplomat which is in play to a World or Outpost Panel 

within its Jump Rating. 

• Negotiate – negotiate terms with a world by using a Diplomat or Embassy to build an 
Outpost. (See Flux Roll) 

• Trade Agreement – create trade routes between a Society and Resource. Use a 
Diplomat or Embassy in one of the Systems to conduct the Trade Agreement using a Flux 
Roll (see Trade Agreements ). 

• Treaty – use a Diplomat or Embassy to form a Treaty with the Imperium (see Treaty). 

• Diplomatic Solution - discard your current Diplomacy card; draw a new card then 
play any card from your hand. Must have the action available to play on the Faction 
Board. 

• Administration – recruit a new Asset. Choose an Asset type and using a 
Diplomat’s Administration rating, draw that number of Asset cards. Keep one 
and return the rest to the bottom of the supply deck. 
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• Mystery - move a Diplomat to a Resource Panel. Roll the number of 
dice indicated by the Diplomat’s Mystery rating. If the roll is equal or less than 

Mystery value on the Resource Panel, discover a Secret card. If there is no Mystery 
to be found at this Resource Panel, the value is 0 (see Secret Cards). 

• Mitigate - negate an adverse Event played against a System using a Diplomat’s Mitigate 
rating. Diplomat must be in-System (see Flux Roll). This type of action is a React and can 
be used during an opponent’s turn. It does not require an Action card but does use up 
one Diplomacy Action on the Faction Panel. If there are no Diplomacy Actions available 
to the player, this Action cannot be played.

ShadoW actionS:
• Move Shadow Agent - move a Shadow Agent to a World or Outpost Panel within its 

Jump rating. 

• Planetfall - using an Asset that is in-System, reveal the Resources and Society Panels of 
a System (see Planetfall). 

• Sabotage – move a Shadow Agent to an Outpost. Flux roll your Shadow Agent and 
reduce Power by 1 for each successful Flux (see Flux Rules). 

• Sedition - Move a Shadow Agent to a Society Panel; Flux roll your Shadow Agent to 
start a Revolt. If the Revolt is still active at the end of the turn, reduce Trade by 1 (see 
Flux Roll ). 

• Assassination - Move a Shadow Agent to a System Panel of an opponent’s Diplomat 
or Shadow Agent. Flux roll to eliminate the target (see Flux Roll). 

• Smuggling - Move a Shadow Agent to a World Panel; a successful Flux roll moves a 
Shadow Agent to the Trade bar. Player smuggling gains two to their Budget, and the 
controlling player receives no budget from this Panel until the Shadow Agent is removed. 

• Steal - the player may use this Action to play any unused Event revealed on an 
opponent’s Action mat. Discard the Event card once it is used. 

• Adventure - Move a Shadow Agent to a Resource Panel, roll the number of dice 
indicated by the Shadow Agent’s Adventure rating, and roll equal or less than Adventure 
value on the Resource Panel to discover a Secret card. If there is no Adventure to be 
found at this Resource Panel, the value is 0 (see Secret Cards).

Science actionS: 
• Move Scout - move a Scout ship along a System’s Explored Jump Points or World 

Panels. Also Jump from one System Jump Point to another within the ship’s Jump rating. 

• Explore with Scout – Reduce a Scout’s Jump rating by 1 and move it to an 
Unexplored System Jump Point. Scouts can never move beyond its modified Jump 

Rating (see Movement). 
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• Map Star System - using a Scout that is in an Unexplored System, draw an 
Action Card and reveal the World Class rating of the System (see Mapping Star 
Systems). 

• Planetfall - using an Asset that is in-System, reveal the Resources and Society Panels 
of a System (see Planetfall). 

• Improve Starport - increase an unpowered Starport up to Power level 1. Improve 
Starport cannot be used to increase the Power of a Starport to Level 2. 

• Improve Technology - increase the Power of any Outpost from level 1 to level 2. 

• Ship Designs - draw a Ship card. You may keep up to three ship cards as Ship Designs 
until you play the Economic Action - Construct Ship. After you have constructed the ship, 

discard any remaining ship cards to the bottom of the supply deck.

economic actionS: 
• Requisition - Flux roll using your Economic Panel’s Tech Level to build an Outpost. Must 

have a Diplomat or Shadow Agent in-System (see Flux Roll). 

• Improve Outpost - increase any unpowered Outpost up to level 1. Cannot be used to 
Power a level 1 Outpost to level 2. 

• Hire Asset - check your Budget; draw an Asset card and attach the Asset Token to the 
matching game piece. Asset is off-board until a Movement Action – Enter Quadrant is 
played. 

• Construct Ship - check your Budget, draw a Ship card and attach the Ship Token to 
the matching game piece. Any additional cards held from a Ship Designs Action are now 
discarded to the bottom of their respective ship card decks. Ship is off-board until a 
Movement Action – Enter Quadrant is played. 

• Repair Ship - Ship must be at a Starport; roll one die to repair your ship. Add one 
additional die for each Power level of the Starport (up to three total dice). Total the dice 
rolled and reduce damage by that number. Track your current Hull damage on your ship’s 
card. 

• Retire Asset or Ship - remove one Ship or Asset from play. Discard to the bottom of 
the Asset or Ship deck. This can free up your budget for other types of Assets or ships.

movement actionS: 
• Enter Quadrant - deploy any Ships or Assets you have that are not on the board. 

Assets may enter onboard a Ship or at any friendly Starport. Ships may enter at a 
friendly Starport or any Entry Jump Point. Assets may enter with a Ship at an Entry 
Jump Point, or by themselves at a friendly Starport. 
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• Redeploy Forces - move up to any four separate game pieces in Explored 
space within each pieces Jump rating. If Assets are in the same System as one of 

their ships, they may board and move with the ship. 

• Blockade - move a Destroyer or Cruiser to a World Panel and block all incoming Trade 
Agreements. If the Blockade is in place at the end of a turn, reduce Trade in the System 
by 1, and repeat until the Ship has been moved or eliminated. If Trade is reduced to 0, 
return the Power Bar to player’s supply. 

• Book Passage - move a Diplomat or Shadow Agent from one Starport to another. 
Place Asset on Turn Track, and at the end of the turn, after all Actions have been played, 
deploy Asset at the Starport of your choice. 

• Withdraw from Quadrant - Remove up to two Ships or Assets from play. Either keep 
them off-board or discard them back to the bottom of the Asset or Ship deck.

[8.3] UNDERSTANDING THE FACTION PANELS:
Each Faction Panel has either a Noble House, Corporation, or Society tied to it. All three 
combine to represent your Faction. 

Each Faction Panel is color coded to match and attach to a Military/Diplomacy – Shadow/
Science – Economic/Movement portion of the Action Board. When selecting your Faction 
Panels, you must choose one panel of each type to complete the three sections of your Action 
Board.

a. action count : Each colored block in the Action Count section represents the 
number of times you may use a specific Action per turn. Mark off one with a colored cube or 
dry erase marker each time you perform an Action.

B. Special aBilit ieS: Each Panel also has two separate Special Abilities that allow a 
player to perform Actions that are influenced by the Faction itself. These abilities may be used 
at any time during a player’s turn. Boxes represent how many times a player may use it per 
game, or if the ability is listed as “Always”, then this ability is in effect for the duration of the 
game. Mark off a box with a colored cube or dry erase marker each time you use a Special 
Ability.

c. Budget:  Each Faction Panel has a budget associated with it as well. This is used when 
determining a player’s starting budget (See Budget).

d. tech level:  Each Faction Panel also has a Tech Level associated with it. At times, 
you use this Tech Level when interacting with a System when an Asset is not available. 

(see Trade between a player’s Starport and a System) 

A
B D

C
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[8.4] CARD EVENTS:
There are three types of card Events in the game: Standard, Combat and React.

Standard eventS

The Event portion of the card is played instead of playing the card’s Action 
Bar. Once the event is played, remove the card from the Action Mat and 
place it in the discard pile.

comBat eventS 
This type of card Event has a crossed-swords symbol at the lower left part of 
the card. Combat Events are played during Space Combat at different times. 
Read the card and follow the Event description carefully, as timing is often 
essential (Also see Space Combat).

react eventS

These cards are played directly from your hand in response to cards used by 
other players. This type of card Event can modify or prevent other Actions 
or Events an opponent is attempting to play. React Event cards are marked 
with a yellow ‘React’ stripe in the lower left part of the card, so that you can 

easily discern them from other cards in your hand.  

IMPORTANT: If the card is played for an Event, it is placed in the Discard Pile, regardless 
of whether it was played as a Standard Event, Combat Event or as a React Event. It is also 
important to remember that unused Events are at risk, since Agents may potentially steal 
remaining Events using Shadow Actions.

[8.5] SECRET CARDS:
From discovering ancient artifacts, to 
uncovering timeworn cities or acquiring alien 
technology, there are many adventures and 
mysteries to be found in the Traveller 
Universe. While uncovering the secrets of the 
sub-sector is not a primary goal of Traveller 
Ascension™: Imperial Warrant, there is a 
possibility to uncover advantageous Secrets. 
These Secrets are revealed by cards obtained 
through Adventuring with Shadow Agents or 
uncovering a Mystery with a Diplomat.  

Each Resource Panel has an Adventure (A) and Mystery 
(M) value. 

Standard React Combat

Standard React Combat

Standard React Combat
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Shadow Agents interact with the Adventure while Diplomats interact with Mystery. 
The values on the Resource Panel represent the success roll for the Adventure or 

Mystery. Check your Asset’s Adventure/Mystery rating for how many dice they enable 
you to roll. Roll equal to or less than the value in order to draw a Secret Card. 

Secret Cards are not part of a player’s hand. They may be played as soon as they are drawn, or 
at anytime during the player’s subsequent turns. They lie face down in front of the player until 
they are ready to be used. Some cards attach to ships or Assets that award bonuses. 

Secret Cards have many different bonus Actions, Events, and upgrades that will help a player 
gain a tactical edge.

[8.6] MAPPING STAR SYSTEMS:
Most of the Systems you will encounter during your travels will be 
unexplored. To accurately survey a System and determine its exploitability, you must play a 
Science Action - Map Star System. 
  
Only Scouts are used to Map Star Systems, since committing any other, larger spacecraft would 
be hazardous and costly in the case of hostile alien forces.  

When a player completes a Map Star System Action, perform the following, in order:

• Draw a card from the Action/Event deck  

• Look at the World Class rating in the card’s upper right corner (rated from A through 
D) and place any Gas Giants or Asteroid Fields noted under the World Class rating. 

Each System is given a World Class rating depending on room for expansion and growth.

a claSS:  a highly exploitable world. This System 
is potentially high in resources and may be harboring 
numerous societies. Vast room for expansion and 
growth. A prime System to form a power base.  

B claSS:  – an above-average world. This System 
has excellent potential for resources and several 
societies, ample room for expansion and growth.  

c claSS:  – a below average 
world.  Several uninhabitable planets with 
the possibility of Asteroid Fields within this 
System. There is limited room for expansion or 
growth, but it still may be viable.  

d claSS:  – Limited exploitability. High probability 
that the System may be littered with Asteroid Fields, uninhabitable Gas Giants. Little to no 

place for expansion or growth. Conducting treaties with these worlds may be difficult.

The World Class rating also informs the players how many open Panel slots will be 
available for expansion within the System. 
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A Class worlds have all six Panel slots available. B Class worlds will have one 
Space Panel. C Class will have two Space Panels, and a D Class will have three 
Space Panels. Lower rating worlds will have limited space available for players to build 
Outposts or may even limit the amount of Resource and Society Panels.

It may be difficult to remember an A Class System has been Explored since they look exactly 
like an Unexplored System. It may help to place a Treaty marker or mark the star with a dry 
erase marker until Planetfall is achieved (just remember to pick up the Treaty marker).

[8.7] PLANETFALL:
After a System has been mapped by a player, you may use an Asset to achieve Planetfall, the 
process of identifying resources and making first contact with the inhabitants to determine 
their Tech Level. 

Any Asset may be used to achieve Planetfall as long as it is onboard a ship that is in-System. 

First, the player reveals a Resource Panel and places it in the System. 
If a “+1” was revealed, set the panel in the System and draw another 
Resource Panel. Repeat this step if you continue revealing “+1” 
panels until no “+1” are drawn. 

It is possible that some Systems may be filled entirely with Resources with no Society to interact 
with. This type of System is a haven for traders (for Trade Agreements) and adventurers (for 
Adventures and Mysteries). 

Secondly, the player reveals a Society Panel and places it in the 
System. If a “+1” was revealed, set the panel in the System and draw 
another Society Panel. Repeat this step if you continue revealing 
“+1” panels or until you reveal a Tech Level. 

If a System only has one open panel slot for a Society Panel, in the 
case a “+1” is drawn, discard it and redraw until a Tech Level is revealed. 

Diplomats and Soldiers only reveal one Resource and Society panel.

ShadoW agentS & planetfall

Some Shadow Agents are more skilled at gathering intelligence, so always check the Shadow 
Agent’s Planetfall rating before revealing any panels.  

• 2R rating – Reveal two Resource Panels and choose 
one, placing the other on the bottom of the Resource Panel 
stack. After the initial draw, draw only one Panel if a “+1” was 
chosen. 

• 2S rating – Reveal two Society Panels and choose 
one, placing the other on the bottom of the Society Panel 
stack. After the initial draw, draw only one Panel if a 
“+1” was chosen.
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[8.8] FLUX ROLL:
The Flux roll is a very important aspect to Traveller Ascension™: Imperial Warrant. It 

is a modified dice roll that uses Tech Level as the roll modifier. 

To determine your success chance for the roll, count the number of Society and Resource 
Panels within any System involved (can be more than 1 system). The total counted number or 
less is what you will need to roll equal to or less than to succeed on one die. 

For example, there is one Society and one Resource 
Panel in the System. The success chance is 2, so you will 
need to roll a 1 or 2 on a single die to succeed. 

The modifier is then determined by comparing Tech 
Levels. Take your Asset or Faction Panels Tech Level and 
compare it to the Systems Tech Level. If the difference 
is in your favor, the difference is added to your success 
chance on the die roll. If the System has favor, then 
subtract the difference from your success chance. 

For example, Your Diplomat is a Tech Level 11, and the System you are checking against is 
a Tech Level 10. You beat it by one, so you gain +1 to your success chance. In the example 
above, 1-2 succeed, but the modified roll now is 1-3 to succeed.

So, to reiterate once more for gameplay:

1. Count the number of Society and Resource Panels to determine your success 
chance. 

2. Compare your Tech Level against the Systems Tech Level to determine the 
modifier. Add or subtract the modifier to your success chance. 

3. Roll the number of dice indicated on your Assets card, or roll one die for Faction 
Panels, or roll one die for an unpowered Embassy (add one die per Power).
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[8.9] TRADES & TREATIES:

trade agreementS

Trade Agreements are a primary source of a player’s Power within the subsector. When trade is 
established, a player’s Power Bar is used to mark the Society and Resource Panel. This helps increase 
your budget and allows you to potentially conduct a Treaty between the System and the Imperium. 

Trade may be conducted within the same System or with a different System that has connecting Jump 
Points with no unexplored Systems in between. 

Trade Agreements use a Society Panel’s demand and a matching Resource Panel’s supply. Societies can 
never trade with another Society nor can Resources trade with other Resources. 

Each World Panel has a #1 and #2 resource listed. The first tier resource is in abundant supply 
throughout the sub-sector; and only has a value of one. To access the second tier resource on the 
Panel (listed as 2), which is more rare, a player must form a Trade Agreement (see Trade Agreements, 
below).

Only the player with the Power Bar on the World Panel has access to the second tier Resource.

There are different ways in which a player may conduct Trade Agreements:

• Trade within a System: The player must have a Diplomat/Embassy in-System to 
conduct the Trade Agreement. The System must contain a matching Society demand 
and Resource supply. Perform a Flux roll and if successful, place a Power Bar under each 
Society and Resource.  Make sure you place the corresponding number on the Power Bar 
that matches the resource value.

• Trade between Systems: The player must have a Diplomat/Embassy in either System 
to conduct the Trade Agreement. Either System must contain a matching Society demand 
and Resource supply. When determining the Flux roll, count ALL of the World Panels in 
both Systems to determine your success chance. Use the Tech Level of the System where 
your Diplomat/Embassy is currently residing to determine the Flux roll. 

• Trade between a player’s Starport and a System: Starports allow a player to 
establish a Trade Agreement directly with the Imperium. Your Starport will supply either 
the matching Society or Resource demand directly from the Imperium. The player must 
have a Diplomat or Embassy in the System with the World Panel you wish to conduct the 
Trade Agreement. When determining the Flux roll, count ALL of the World Panels in both 
Systems to determine your success chance. Use your Military/Diplomacy Faction Panel to 
determine your Tech Level for the Flux roll attempt. 

Starports are only available for Trade Agreements if they are unpowered for first tier supply or 
Power Level 1 for second tier supply. 

Even though your Diplomat or Embassy is overseeing the Trade Agreement, the Faction Panel 
Tech Level is used to represent the Imperium’s influence. 
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 treatieS

Treaties are an integral part of Traveller Ascension: Imperial Warrant. By allying 
the reclaimed world and the Imperium, you are fulfilling the Emperor’s decree and 

strengthening your own power.

To conduct a Treaty with a System, two things must be fulfilled:

1. All World panels within the System must have Trade 
Agreements established (all Society and Resources 
panels have Power Bars) 

2. Your Outpost’s Power within the System must equal 
the current Trade Power of the System’s World 
panels.

When the requirements for Trade Agreements and Power (see 
above) have been met, you may attempt a Treaty by the following:

• Must have a Diplomat/Embassy in-System. 

• Flux roll your Diplomat/Embassy against the System – Diplomat uses Treaty rating on their 
respective card for the number of dice to roll; an Embassy uses only one die. 

• If successful, place a Treaty marker on the star to signify a Treaty has been established 
and which player has staked their claim.

There are bonuses for forming Treaties. First, Treaties can never be removed. Once established 
by a player, no other player may remove it and claim it for their own. Your opponents may only 
weaken the power of the System by eliminating Power Bars (Victory Points), thus making it less 
than desirable to the Emperor. Secondly, at the end of the game, any Power Bars you control in 
the same System as your Treaty are worth double.

After a Treaty has been formed with the Imperium, players may not conduct Siege or Assault 
World actions. These Actions would directly be taken as an assault on the Emperor himself and 
considered treason. However, Shadow Actions and Blockades may be freely used against Treaty 
worlds.

revoltS

Revolts are begun by Shadow Agents using a Shadow Action – Sedition on a Society panel. 
After a successful flux roll, the world is in open revolt. Place a Revolt Marker on the Society 
panel. Trade Agreements and Treaties may not be formed while a revolt is active. At the end 
of each turn if the Revolt is still active, reduce Power by 1 from the Society panel. If all Power 
bars are removed from the Society panel the revolt was placed on, remove Power from another 
Society panel in the System, if any, or move to a Resource panel and then to Outpost panels, in 
that order. 

To end a revolt, you must have a Soldier on the Society panel. Flux roll his Police rating and if 
successful, remove the Revolt marker.

[9.0] COMBAT
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While all players serve the Emperor and are part of the Imperium, they tend to 
interpret their duty in whatever context most benefits their specific needs and desires. 
Because of this, conflict often occurs between players. There are two types of combat; 
Space and Planetary.

[9.1] SPACE COMBAT:
Space combat may occur when a player plays a Military Action – Battle Stations or if ships share 
the same Jump Point at the end of the turn (see Scenario rules). If playing Battle Stations, the 
attacking player will move a ship or fleet of up to four ships to a Jump Point that contains an 
opposing player ship or fleet.  

There are two types of combat Systems, S.M.A.R.T and Standard. 

If you are a longtime Traveller fan— you may understand this acronym immediately. If not, 
S.M.A.R.T stands for Sensors, Missiles, Attack, Range, and Target. It is a very in-depth 
combat System and is recommended for experienced players.  

The Standard space combat System utilizes only two portions of the S.M.A.R.T combat System - 
Missiles, and Attack. This System is ideal for new players.

Battle Board Setup

All ship to ship combat is played out on the Battle Board. There are three main sections to the 
board:

• S.M.A.R.T Combat System cheat sheet (Left & Right Sides) 
• Area for keeping track of missiles (A-H) Top & Bottom
• Ship area with range bands for measuring the distance between ships (Middle)

Placement of ships on the Battle depend on the combat System chosen (see S.M.A.R.T Combat 
System or Standard Combat System for details).

Weapon rangeS

Ranges of weapons are determined by the distance of range bands on the Battle 
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Board. Count the number of bands from your ship to your opponents’ ship to 
calculate the range. 

• Beams have a distance of one range band.  

• Missiles and Spinal Beams have a distance 
of two range bands.

Ship initiative

Once ship setup the Battle Board is complete, players will draw Action cards equal to the 
number of ships they each have in battle. The attacking player draws first. 

Players will then play an Action card from their hand, placing it face down for each ship in 
combat to use as an Initiative card (see Initiative Number) for the order of fire. Players then 
reveal their cards simultaneously, and the ship with the highest Initiative card will fire first; if 
tied, the attacking player’s ship goes first. Each ship will fire in initiative order.

comBat event cardS

After determining Initiative, both players will decide if they want to play Combat Event cards. 
Each player may place any number of Combat Event cards face down in front of them at this 
time. Both players then agree to begin the combat and both flip over their Combat Event cards 
and start the battle. 

Combat Events have a crossed-swords symbol, on the lower left 
part of the card. If the Combat Event also has a REACT stripe, it 
may be played from your hand at any time during the combat. 
Read each Combat Event description carefully, as its timing and use 
may be critical.

[9.2] S.M.A.R.T. COMBAT SYSTEM:
The S.M.A.R.T space combat System utilizes all portions of a ship’s 
information card in order – Sensors, Missiles, Attack, Range, and 
Target.

This System is recommended for 
experienced players. First time players 
should highly consider the Standard 
combat System for ease of play. 

All ships will begin combat opposite ends of 
the Battle Board. Place any attacking ships on 

the Moving portion and the defending ships on the Fixed portion. Ships also remain on the 
Unspotted side until it becomes targeted with Sensors.

Play out Ship Initiative and any Combat Event Cards as usual then begin the battle:

Missiles & Spinal Beams

Beams
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SenSorS:

• Both players will then use Sensors to detect their opponent’s ship.

miSSileS:
•   Check range of Missiles. 

• If within range of Missiles, fire volleys, use target’s ECM to negate any missiles.

attack:
• Check range of Attack weapons. 

• Check if Missiles are incoming, use targets Point Defense to destroy missiles if possible. 

• Resolve Missile impacts on target ship.

range :
• Determine the Range of combat. Each player will roll all of their ships Agility dice at 

once. Highest roll on a single die will determine the range (6 is the highest). In the event 
of a tie, the next highest dice breaks the tie. The only ships that are physically moved are 
the attacking ships. If a defending player wins the Range check, move your opponent’s 
ship forward or backwards on the Battle Board.

target:
• Check Stealth rating to see if ship can break target lock. Roll the number of Stealth 

dice and roll on any one die, less than the Range of your opponent’s closest ship. If 
successful, move your ship toward the unspotted side of the Battle Board. 

• Repeat from Sensors if the battle continues. 

• Once Combat is over, resume play with the next Action Phase.

The battle ends when one side is eliminated or if at the end of a round of combat, a player 
decides to withdraw their ship or Fleet. Ships that are Disabled (see Disabled Ships) in combat 
remain so until repaired.

WithdraWal

Either player may withdraw from combat but only after the second round of battle has 
occurred, during the Range phase. Ships may only retreat if they are on a System Jump Point. If 
they are on a System Panel (Blockade), they cannot retreat and must fight until destroyed.

end of turn comBat

Depending on the Scenario, there may be Mandatory Combat at the end of each game turn, 
in all Systems that contain opposing ships. If there is more than one Jump Point with opposing 
ships, the player who had the highest Initiative on the last Action chooses which Combat is 
first, then alternate until all Combats are completed.
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[9.3] STANDARD COMBAT SYSTEM:
All ships will begin combat directly across from each other in the middle of the Battle 

Board, within all weapon ranges, and are targetable. 

Play out Ship Initiative as usual and begin the battle:

miSSileS:
1. With the firing ship, declare a target. Determine how many Missiles your ship will fire 

located on the ship’s card. 

2. If the target ship has ECM, it will jam some missiles by its rating. Reduce the number of 
Missiles fired by the target’s ECM rating. 

3. The ship then fires missiles, and they are considered “on route” to its target. The missiles 
will impact at the end of the Attack phase. 

4. Proceed with all ships until finished then move on to the Attack phase.

attack:

With the firing ship, declare a target. Then follow the Attack portion on the ship card.

1. Spinal weapon 

2. Beam weapons 

3. If missiles are on route to a target ship, roll Point Defense 

4. Finish with missile impact damage 

5. Once both sides have finished their Attacks, begin another round of Missiles and Attack.

WithdraWal :
Ships may only retreat if they are on a System Jump Point. If they are on a System Panel 
(Blockade), they cannot retreat and must fight until destroyed. 

The battle ends when one side is eliminated or if at the end of a round of combat, a player 
decides to withdraw their ship or Fleet. Ships that are Disabled (see Disabled Ships) in combat 
remain so until repaired.

[9.4] DISABLED SHIPS:
Once a ship reaches half of its Hull rating, roll a dice. If the result is 5-6, the ship becomes 
Disabled. All of its S.M.A.R.T ratings are halved rounding down except Ship Size and Missile 
to Hit rating (which are highlighted in gold). Each time the ship takes damage and is not 
Disabled, roll a die each time to see if the ship becomes Disabled. 

Once a ship becomes Disabled, it cannot become more Disabled. 

Ships can be repaired by playing an Economic Action – Repair Ship at a Starport or by a 
possible Event card.
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[9.5] SHIP CARD INFORMATION:

Each ship has individualized ratings located on the 
ship’s information card.

SenSorS

During this combat phase, resolve ship targeting. All ships start on the unspotted portion of the 
Battle Board. As ships become spotted with Sensors, they are moved over towards the spotted 
side on the board.

Sensors- used to detect unspotted ships in combat. To detect a ship, take its 
Size - Range for success chance. Roll number of dice per ship’s Sensor rating. 

Ship Size- the actual size of the ship. This rating is used for Sensors and Missile 
attacks.

miSSileS

This combat phase concerns the launching of missiles at opponent ships. Determine the number 
of missiles fired at each target then negate any jammed by the targets ECM.

Missiles Number of missiles a ship can fire in one round of combat. 

Salvos- How many rounds of missiles can be fired by a ship. 

ECM (Electronic Countermeasure)- used to jam or interfere with incoming 
missiles. This rating negates some missiles fired by an opponent.

   Missile Size- this rating multiplies a missile’s damage roll.

attack

This combat phase resolves all energy weapon attacks and missile impacts.

Spinal- mounted meson gun. Can only be fired at a distance range band of two or 
less. The number rolled to hit is determined by Size – Range. Roll the number of 
dice indicated on the ship card and sum all dice for damage.

Beams- fire concentrated energy; either Fusion or Plasma. The number rolled to hit 
is determined by Size – Range then the lower numbers are modified by the target’s 
Shields. Roll the number of dice indicated on the ship card and sum all dice for 
damage.

Point Defense- a last-ditch effort by gunners to shoot down incoming 
missiles. Roll equal to or less than the incoming missile size to destroy it.
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Shields- ships equipped with shields project a barrier that absorbs energy. Shields 
negate Beam dice rolls depending on the rating.

Missile to Hit- the number an opponent needs to roll in order hit your ship with 
missiles.

range

In this combat phase, ships may attempt to close or extend the distance between ships or 
Jump out of combat.

Agility- maneuverability of a ship. Use Agility rating to outmaneuver incoming 
missile attacks as well as changes in distance. To resolve distance changes, roll all 
ship Agility dice together, with the highest single die roll determining whether to 
change the distance between ships. Break any ties with the next highest rolled dice. 
Move only attacking ships closer or further.

Jump- this is the distance a ship’s Jump Drive is capable of traveling.

target

In this last combat phase, ships may attempt to break sensor lock with opposing ships. 

Stealth- roll less than the range between ships to break target lock and become 
unspotted.

hull

A ship’s Hull rating is how much damage it can take before being 
destroyed. Once a ship is at half or below its Hull’s rating, there is a 
chance of it becoming Disabled (see Disabled Ships) and the ship’s 
Systems may begin to malfunction.

[9.6] PLANETARY COMBAT:
Siege World

Players may attack worlds with ships to remove Power 
and Trade or destroy an opposing player’s Outpost. By 
playing a Military Action – Siege World, a player moves 
a ship or Fleet to a Panel they intend to attack. Located 
on the Society Panel, determine the Siege Rating for 
the world (blue number on the panel). This value is 
both the offensive and defensive strength of the orbital 
defenses. The attacking ship then bombards the 
world to reduce Power Bars from the defending 
panel. If an Outpost has no remaining Power, then 

the Outpost Panel itself is destroyed. Players may not 
destroy Society and Resources Panels.

In the case of multiple Society Panels in a System, add up all the Panel’s Siege ratings to 
determine the total value.

3 + 2 + 3 = 8 
Total
Siege
Rating
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Defense Outposts augment a Society’s Siege rating. A Defense Outpost alone 
increases the Siege rating by 1. Add +1 Siege rating for every Power level on the 
Outpost.

Step by Step:  

1. Play a Military Action – Siege World to move a ship or Fleet to a World Panel.  

2. Determine the total Siege rating for the System.  

3. Designate a ship to begin the siege. The initial roll to hit is 1-3. Compare the 
Tech Levels of both the Ship and Society. If the result is in favor of the Ship, increase the 
dice roll to hit by the difference. If the result is NOT in favor of the Ship, decrease the dice 
roll to hit by the difference. The number of dice rolled is the number of Missiles of the 
ship.  

4. Roll the number of Missile dice and count the number of rolls that are 1-3 (more or less 
due to Tech Level difference). Count the number of successful hits, if you equal or exceed 
the Siege rating, reduce Power or Trade by 1.  

5. Now the world will retaliate with their strike. Use the Siege rating for the number of dice 
rolled. Roll the dice and use the total sum as damage to the attacking ship.  

6. Repeat steps 3-5 for each ship in the siege until either the ship or Fleet is either destroyed 
or retreats, or Power bars are removed on that World Panel. 

aSSault World:
Much like Siege World, players may attack worlds with ground forces in an attempt to remove 
Power, Trade, or destroy opposing Outposts. With a Military Action – Assault World, a player 
moves a ship carrying Soldiers to a Panel they intend to attack. Located on the Society Panel, 
determine the Battle rating for the world (green number on 
the panel). This value is both the offensive and defensive 
strength of the world’s garrison forces. Soldiers then attack 
the Panel in the attempt to remove Power, Trade, or the 
Outpost itself. If an Outpost has no remaining Power, 
then the Outpost Panel itself is destroyed. Players may not 
destroy Society and Resources Panels. 

In the case of multiple Society Panels in a System, add 
up all of the Panels’ Battle ratings to determine the total 
value.

Defense Outposts augment a Society’s Battle rating. A 
Defense Outpost alone increases the Battle rating by 1. 
Add +1 Battle rating for every Power level on the Outpost.

Step by Step:  

1. Play a Military Action – Assault World to move a ship or Fleet carrying Soldiers to a 
System’s World Panel.  

2. The Battle rating on the Society Panel is the strength of the world’s defenses.   

3. The initial number to roll to hit is 1-3. Compare the Tech Levels of both the Soldier 
and Society. If the result is in favor of the Soldier, increase the dice roll to hit by the 
difference. If the result is NOT in favor of the Soldier, decrease the dice roll to hit 
by the difference.  

1 + 2 + 3 = 6 
Total
Battle
Rating
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4. Roll the number of Battle dice and count the number of dice that are 1-3 
(more or less due to Tech Level difference). Add up all the hits to see if you equal 

or exceed the Battle Rating. If you do, reduce Power or Trade by 1.  

5. Now the world will retaliate with their strike. Use the Battle rating for the number 
of dice rolled for a counterattack. Compare Tech Levels and roll the number of Battle dice 
and count the number of dice that are 1-3 (more or less due to Tech Level difference). 
Add up all the hits to see if you equal or exceed the Battle rating of the Soldiers, if you 
do, the Soldiers are eliminated. 

6. Repeat steps 3-5 until either the Soldier are destroyed or retreats, or the Power, Trade or 
Outpost on that World Panel is eliminated.

[10.0] WINNING THE GAME

[10.1] BASIC GAME VICTORY:
In the Basic Game, the player with the most Victory Points is the winner.  

Each Power Bar is worth its face value in Victory Points (VP) on the board. A player’s Power 
Bars are worth double VP in Systems that the player has established a Treaty. 

In the case of a tie, the player with the most Treaties wins. If still tied, the player with the most 
Trade Agreements. If still tied after that, lowest Tech Level total (across all Faction boards) 
wins.

[10.2] ADVANCED GAME VICTORY:
Scenarios sometimes have custom winning conditions. See each Scenario’s Victory Conditions 
for complete rules.
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[12.0] GLOSSARY
Ability: The measure of an Asset’s skill to perform various tasks. These are located on 
the Asset’s card. 

Action: Either Military, Diplomacy, Shadow, Science, Economic or Movement. Tasked mission 
assigned to an Asset, ship or Outpost.

Action Count: The number of specific Actions a player can make of that specific type: Military, 
Diplomacy, etc; per turn.

Adventure: Value found on Resource Panels identified with an “A”. Shadow Agents may go 
on adventures to find Secrets hidden therein.

Agent: Synonymous with Shadow Agent.

Agents: The number of passengers a Shadow Agent requires for transport.

Agility: A ship’s ability to maneuver. Used as missile defense and for adjusting ranges.

Asset: A Diplomat, Shadow Agent, or Soldier.

Asteroid Field: A Space Panel littered with rocks and ice.

Battle: Refers to a Star System’s ground defenses, including soldiers, armor, artillery and 
atmosphere craft.  The Battle rating is equal to the sum of the “B” values on all the Society 
Panels within the System.

Battle Board: The gameboard where all ship combat is conducted.

Beams: Energy weapons mounted on agile turrets. Used in the Attack phase of the 
S.M.A.R.T  ship combat system.

Budget: The amount of Assets and ships a player can maintain at any given time. Players may 
not exceed their Budget during their Turn. If they end the Turn over Budget, they must remove 
Assets or ships to be within Budget.

Damage: Represents the amount of hull damage a ship currently has.

Defense Outpost: An Outpost Panel that augments a System’s defenses by improving its Siege 
and Battle ratings by 1 and an additional 1 per attached Power Bar.

Disabled: Ships whose damage equals half or more of their Hull value are “Disabled”. These 
ships have their ratings reduced by half rounding down, with exception of gold highlighted 
Ship Size and Missile to Hit ratings.  

ECM: Electronic Counter Measures. Used as missile defense.

Embassy: An Outpost Panel that is the in-system diplomatic representative of the player.  It can 
perform certain Diplomacy Actions as if it was a Diplomat. Uses the Tech Level of the Faction 
Panel attached to the Military/Diplomacy portion of the Main Action Board.

Empty Space: A Space Panel representing nothing.

Envoy: The number of passengers a Diplomat requires for transport.

Event: An occurrence as described in the Event section of a card.

Explored Space: Any star system that has been mapped and surveyed by a scout ship.

Faction Board: The list of a Faction’s Budget, Special Abilities and Action Count.

Factory: An Outpost Panel that serves as a source of employment, giving the local 
population a positive opinion of the Imperium. Its Power counts double when attempting 
to negotiate a Treaty.

Friendly System: A star system where the player has an Outpost present.
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Gas Giant: A Space Panel representing the presence of a gas giant planet.  Gas 
Giants provide fueling to star ships.

Hits: Represents the amount of damage a ship’s Hull can take before being destroyed.

In Contact: Refers to a status of a star system if it is able to effectively communicate with 
another star system.  To be “in contact”, a System must be able to trace a number of Jump 
Points that belong to Explored Systems that are not interdicted in any way.

Jump: A ship rating for how far a ship can jump. Measured in parsecs, and represented in the 
game as a single hexagon.

Jump Point: A point in space beyond the effects of gravity where a starship can transition into 
jump space.  This is represented by six small connecting circles surrounding every star system.

Missiles: Guided missiles launched in the Missile Phase, and impacting in the Attack Phase of 
the S.M.A.R.T combat system.

Mystery: Areas found on Resource Panels identified with “M”.  Diplomats may study 
mysteries to find Secrets of the deep past.

Outpost: Starport, Factory, Embassy or Defense Panel. These are used to assert a player’s 
Power within a System.

Phase One: A portion of gameplay that involves card Action One through Three.

Phase Two : A portion of gameplay that involves card Action Four through Six.

Planetfall: The act of making first contact.  This is done by an Asset after a System has been 
explored.  The purpose is to determine the System’s social and economic structures.

Power Bar: A measure of the level of control an Outpost is exerting on a System. Each Power 
Bar increases the ability and dice of its attached Outpost and increases the value of the player’s 
Budget.

React: A special type of card that can be played outside of the normal turn sequence.  A react 
card is played from a player’s hand at any time, provided the conditions for the event have 
been satisfied. THe Event occurs immediately.

Resource Panel: A panel of a star system representing the System’s resource production, 
secrets, and mysteries of the star system.  

S.M.A.R.T: The ship combat system for Traveller Ascension. Sensors, Missiles, Attack, Range 
and Target.

Salvo: The number of times a ship can use its missiles in a fight. Used in the Missile phase of 
the S.M.A.R.T combat system.

Sensors: Detects the existence of other ships on the Battle Board. Used in the Sensor phase of 
the S.M.A.R.T combat system.

Shields: Defends a ship from beam weapons. Used in the Attack phase of the S.M.A.R.T  ship 
combat system.

Ship Ratings: The measure of a ship’s ability to perform its tasks.  Includes Beams, Spinal 
Mounts, Shields, Armor, Jump Distance.

Ship Size: Represents the relative size of a ship. Used as the primary factor when determining 
if the ship is seen or hit in combat.

Siege Level: Refers to a System’s native ship defenses including small craft, mine fields, 
missile launch platforms, bunkers and shields. The Siege Level of a System is equal to the 

sum of the S values on all the Society Panels in the System.

Society Panel: A panel of a star system representing the government, population, 
military, consuming needs and technology level of a System.  
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Soldier: An Asset specializing in ground combat and security.

Space Panel: Panels in star system representing empty space, asteroids or gas giants.

Special Ability: Located on a Faction Panel, these abilities can be activated at any time 
during a player’s turn. They normally have a limit of how many times per game they can be 
used. Some are “Always” active and are persistent throughout the game.

Spinal Mounts: A large energy weapon mounted laterally through a ship. Used in the Attack 
phase of the S.M.A.R.T combat system.

Star System: Also refered to as a System. A set of gravitationally bound objects in orbit around 
a star. This is represented by a hexagon piece for the star, and six spaces for System Panels 
representing items of value to the player.  Star systems are rated A, B, C and D.

Starport Outpost: A Starport can serve as an Entry Point onto the board for Assets and ships. 
Also may be used as a Trade Route for Societies and Resources between a System and the 
Imperium.

Stealth: The skill with which a ship can attempt to break lock and disappear. Used in the Target 
phase of the S.M.A.R.T combat system.

System: Synonymous with Star System

System Panel: Any panel within a System. Can be referring to: Space, World, or Outpost 
Panels.

Tech Level: The overall technology level of the Asset, Faction, ship or System.  

Trade Bar: The measure of the level of Trade through a Social or Resource panel. Each Trade 
Bar increases the value of the Faction Budget.

Trade Route: The trade connection between two World Panels; Society and Resource.

Treaty: The establishment of membership of a star system into the Third Imperium

Troops: The number of passengers a Soldier’s unit requires for transport.

Turn: A portion of game play time which is divided into six actions.

Unexplored Space: Any star system that has not been explored

World Panel: A Society or Resource Panel.


